Offering Premier Risk Management Services to the
Restaurant and Hospitality Industries
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The purpose of the
program is to identify and address the
exposures within
your restaurant prior to a claim occurring. The program
was designed by
Brady Risk Management in conjunction with Reinsurance and Legal Professionals, as well as some of the most
highly regarded operation management
professionals in the restaurant industry.
The end result is our comprehensive risk
management program that truly looks at
the insurance policies, solely as a “Back
Stop” for when something unforeseen occurs.
BRRG has designed numerous successful
risk management techniques designed to
keep your insurance costs low, including
but not limited to; loss control & exposure analysis, claims audits and worker’s
compensation experience mod audits. In
addition, we offer value to our clients by
engaging with highly qualified professionals. Most recently, we have hired renowned chef, John Doherty to provide
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excellence and accounta-

bility to enhance the profitability of our clients.

The past few years have
shown the reality that the
Restaurant Industry is significantly impacted by the
damages of unforeseen
disasters and operational
exposures. Whether it is
the fury of Mother Nature, or random acts
of violence, restaurateurs face exposures
that they may not be prepared for.
We have fought hard for our clients during these trying times. As it was put to us
during one of our most highly publicized
events in Carson City, Nevada, “Sean is
brilliant and works tirelessly on behalf of
his clients.” There is no limit to what we
will do to make sure our clients are protected.
A relationship with BRRG allows you to
enjoy the leverage of our experience and
knowledge in the areas of: Insurance, Finance and Reinsurance, as well as volume
purchasing, to negotiate and develop
unique risk management solutions to address the exposure that you, the restaurateur, deal with every day.

